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DESCRIPTION What is Fleur de Sel?  it’s a sea salt harvested by hand, from pristine  
  ocean-irrigated salt pans. It has a naturally high mineral content and  
  delicate crystalline structure, and is distinctly more flavorful than  
  conventional salt. The world’s best Fleur de Sel is seasonally produced in  
  Guérande, in the Brittany region of France.
  
  How do you use it? Add Sel Magique during or after cooking to enhance  
  the flavors of virtually any dish, a finishing touch on salads, soups,  
  vegetables, tofu ... 

  How is Sel Magique different? It combines the highest-quality fleur de  
  sel and herbes de provence using our natural hydrascent™ blending  
  process, infusing the natural herb essences into the salt. this process  
  produces a heady bouquet and incredible flavor.

USES  Seasoning: It can be used both during and after cooking.

  As a condiment: Vegetables, meats, sauces, soups … it enhances the   
  flavor of any food, in the kitchen and at the table.

  Cocktails: can be substituted for a conventional salted rim on   
  margaritas, or used in signature cocktails like the Sel Magique   
  Huckletini™ or St Germain® Summer Lemonade.

BENEFITS Lower Sodium: As a finishing salt, it is used just before serving a dish  
  or recipe. You actually use less - more flavor, less sodium.

  Recyclable Packaging: Sel Magique is handsomely packaged in   
  pressed-glass jars which are fully recyclable.

PRODUCED IN Guérande, France, the ancient center of Fleur de Sel harvesting.

Nutrition  ingredients: Fleur de Sel de Grérande scented with Herbes de Provence  
  (100% naturally grown herbs from the provence region of France), Including  
  Savory, Thyme, Marjoram, and Lavender. 100% naturally blended using  
  our hydrascent™ process.

  facts: serving size 1/4 tsp (1.5g); servings about 113 (6oz/170g   
  package); calories 0 (amount/serving %) dv*); total fat 0g-0%; sodium   
  460mg-19%; total carbs 0g-0%; protein 0%-0%

SEL MAGIQUE
 CLASSIC BLEND  

2oz - $13
60z - $23


